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Villa La Kuka Characterization

 

                         

It is located on 251 Ave, 21/2 Km. Central Road, Punta Brava, La Lisa,

in Havanaprovince. It has an extension of 17,500 square meters of land

and made up of 13 cabins. These cabins are on investments for a

capacity of 42 people. This facility has a restaurant with a kitchen

and a dining hall, two “ranchones”, a cafeteria, a kiosk in Cuban

currency  (CUC), two barbecues, a sentry box, a dance hall, a game

room, a bathing area made up of a freshwater pool and an audio booth.

The environment of our facility is covered by vegetation, timber and

fruit forests. The climate is characterized by being a fairly warm

period in some months and, in the months from October to February, a

cold climate. The characteristics of the construction are masonry

walls with an antique structure, plate and gutter-tile roofs, tile

floors, and windows made of wood and glass.

Our objective is to give an overview of the characteristics and the

facility location, as well as the services and attentions provided to

our customers in all aspects. In addition, we want to refer to the

prospects of our center for the coming years. Our purpose is to

provide customers with a short, but very pleasant and welcoming stay,

and thus, comply with all established standards and work to provide

better service and customer entertainment; that is why we work to

maintain a healthy environment.

The first objective of our installation is to provide a day-pass
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service up to a capacity of 70 people.

Acquired by our province in September 2016, the facility previously

belonged to the Havana City Accommodation Enterprise. Currently there

are 13 cabins out of use with capacity for 42 people. These cabins

will also provide service in the coming years.

Accommodation Services. 

Our animation is mainly based on Cuban music. You can also enjoy

nightly activities in the week with a project called ¨Santa Locura¨

with different types of shows, such as: on Thursdays karaoke night, on

Fridays the great Kuka Temba, on Saturdays night Cabaret, and on

Sunday Kuka Temba for clients who prefer it. In addition, the

different typical dishes of our area: moro-rice, yellow rice, fresh

vegetables, natural juices, roast meats, fried tubers, different

fries, Cuban desserts, and fish.     

All the services provided are performed by qualified personnel for the

activity and extensive experience in these affairs. We must emphasize

the workers are also of peasant and laborer descent. They not only

transmit quiet and good treatment, but due to their high value of

sense of belonging; they do an excellent job in meeting the customers’

expectations. Our clients enjoy a cheerful and responsible collective

staff, something that is highly appreciated by those who visit us.

The facility has a hall and an information board. It also has places

to visit inside the facility, as well as a telephone for work

functions. There is also public telephony for campers. The audio of

the installation is in very good condition. 

The rental of the recreational facilities is performed by the
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designated personnel and we have options, such as: parcheesi,

dominoes, billiards, chess, checkers, badminton games, ping pong, and

sun loungers. There is lighting in all the areas, a warehouse and

other spaces, and gastronomic services as well. They are generally of

good quality.

Telephones: 072020380-2088396-2088397.
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